IN-PERSON EVENTS

Ice Sculpting
Strengthen Teams in the New Year with this unique, fast-paced teamwork challenge that chills and thrills, leaving smiles and camaraderie in its wake.

The Big Picture
Kickstart the new year with your team with seeing the bigger picture. Groups create individual canvases, which then combine to reveal a full masterpiece! (Can be a surprise)

Breaking Barriers
Empower your team to conquer challenges together by breaking boards that symbolize personal obstacles, propelling them toward their 2024 goals. Experience the breakthrough!

Bridging the Divide
Build Bridges to success in this fun challenge where teams construct bridges, symbolizing the importance of communication and collaboration in reaching common goals.

Domino Effect
Start the year with this exhilarating team building activity sparking creativity and collaboration as teams design and build their own chain reactions!

Clean Water Connection
Make an impact with this hands-on event creating water filters for communities in need worldwide. Start the year by making a lasting difference!

The Mystery Bus
Surprise your team with an unforgettable adventure, exploring unexpected destinations, and creating lasting memories. The itinerary? It’s a mystery…

The Chocolate Challenge
Discover a sweet way to build teamwork… and bridges. With chocolate. With a tasty mix of competition, edible engineering, and creativity, this is guaranteed to uplift team spirits!

Team Teddy Rescue Bear
Spread warmth and kindness with this heartwarming charitable activity that fosters teamwork while creating smiles for both your team and children in need.

Drumming Up A Team
Begin the year harmoniously with percussion! Choose from 6 program variations for a variety of fun; each participant receives their own drum or percussion instrument.

VIRTUAL EVENTS

Race Around the World
Race around the globe in this virtual scavenger hunt. Complete fun, travel-themed, and educational challenges and earn points to win. A perfect to kickstart a victorious year!

Virtual Happy Hour & Mixology Class
Connect with your team and learn how to garnish like a pro! Choose a mini kit, or luxe kit with all the fresh ingredients needed to create high-quality cocktails or mocktails.

Tea is for Teams – Tea Tasting Experience
Awaken your senses! In this event, participants will receive their very own tea tasting box. Connect, share, and learn tea’s history, while infusing some positive energy into your team.

Virtual Improv for Team Building
Laugh and learn together in this comedy improvisation workshop cultivating teamwork and creative collaboration skills setting the stage for a successful year ahead.

VCSI – Virtual Crime Scene Investigation
Select from 3 different murder mystery scenarios to uncover clues and interrogate suspects while your team uses their investigative skills to solve the mystery.

Virtual Global Music Festival Game
Experience more than music! In this fun-filled event, your team gets to visit seven virtual stages to discover acts, take photos or videos, solve music-related challenges and more.

The Infinite Loop Online
Embark on a VR-based teams compete to rescue a prisoner trapped in the virtual world. With challenges tracked on an electronic leaderboard, only one team can solve it first.

Impact Online
Give back with your team while having a blast! This competitive event is focused on the Sustainable Development Goals, where every team point earned is turned into a donation.

Around the Virtual Campfire
Gather 'round the virtual campfire with live music, interactive stories, custom trivia and more. And did we mention the S’mores kits?

Escape the Blizzard
In this immersive app and web-based game, teams must complete a variety of escape room ‘Survival’ style challenges with limited time. Do you have what it takes to escape?